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Stages of Life Weaves

1. Barbie Mau ma Laude
You must leave a portion of your own hair out to cover the track. Two packs of 100% human hair are required. 

Basic trim and a flat iron included. Uses double tracking system. The Barbie Mau ma Laude is a double tracking 

waving method where the spacing is about an inch and a half apart and two tracks are placed on each row. The 

Barbie Mau ma Laude weaving technique leaves a portion of your natural hair out that will cover the track and 

it is completed with a basic trim and flat iron. The price of hair is not included in the price. Please come with 

your hair washed and shampooed without any product or oil applied. Silk/Lace Closures, Nets are additional 

and not included in the pricing.

2. Party Girl
The Barbie Mau ma Laude plus a single tracking, detailed cut and flat iron included. The price of hair is not 

included in the price. The Party Girl is a single tracking weaving method where the spacing is about an inch 

apart and one track is placed on each row. The Party Girl waving technique leaves a portion of your natural hair 

out that will cover the track and it is completed with a detailed cut and flat iron. Please come with your hair 

washed and shampooed without any product or oil applied. Silk/Lace Closures, Nets are additional and not 

included in the pricing.

$215

$295

3. House Wives
Includes a Net, a portion of your hair can be left out, curl, and detailed style - OR - add complete closure (see 

closure prices). Uses single tracking system. The House Wives weaving method is a single tracking weaving 

technique where the spacing is about an inch apart and one track is placed on each row. This is our flattest 

weaving technique giving you full closure and the most natural look. The price of hair is not included in the 

price. The House Wives weaving technique include Superb Braiding style which is essential in this method. 

Please come with your hair washed and shampooed without any product or oil applied. Silk/Lace Closures, 

Nets are additional and not included in the pricing. 

$360

4. A-Lister
Includes Lace or Silk closure installation - OR - a universal part and detailed style a portion of your hair can be 

left out. Uses single tracking system. The A-Lister weaving method is a single tracking weaving technique where 

the spacing is about an inch apart and one track is placed on each row. This is our flattest weaving technique 

giving you full closure and the most natural look. The price of hair is not included in the price. The A-Lister 

weaving technique includes a complete closure and a detailed cut and curl. Please come with your hair washed 

and shampooed without any product or oil applied. Superb Braiding is essential in this method.

$425
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5. Va Va La Vixen
Va Va La Vixen weaving technique leaves a portion of your natural hair out that will cover the track and it is 

completed with a basic trim and blend of your leave-out. Your hair is parted in 4 quadrants with perimeter left 

out. The price of hair is not included in the price. Please come with your hair washed and shampooed without 

any product or oil applied. *There will be an extra fee for more than one inch of hair being left out for blending. 

Rodding, twisting or additional product usage will be required for a natural blend and look. More than two 

bundles will also be an additional fee.

6. Living Legend (Wigs)
Includes complete closure, net, trim/cut - OR - a portion of your hair can be left out. Uses single tracking 

system. LLW wig method is a single tracking weaving technique where the spacing is about an inch apart and 

one track is placed on each row. This is our flattest weaving technique giving you full closure and the most 

natural look. (LACE CLOSURE INSTALLS ARE ADDITIONAL). More than two bundles will also be an additional fee. 

LLW wig technique includes a complete closure, net, trim or cut. Please come with your hair washed and 

shampooed without any product or oil applied. (LACE CLOSURE INSTALLS ARE ADDITIONAL). *There will be an 

extra fee for more than one inch of hair being left out for blending. Rodding, twisting or additional ** Wig 

attachments are additional sewn/clips.

$475

$745

7. Aspiring Celebrity (Partial Bond)
Bonded Weave, includes basic trim and flat iron. Cut, Curl, or Closure is additional. The Aspiring Celebrity is a 

bonded single-tracking weaving method where the spacing is about an inch apart on each row. The first two 

tracks are applied at the nape and the top of your head are single, which we call the Celebrity Weaving 

Technique (Bond). Please see description below. The Aspiring Celebrity bonding technique leaves a portion of 

your natural hair out that will cover the track and is completed with a basic trim and flat iron. The price of hair 

is not included in the price. Please come with your hair washed and shampooed without any product or oil 

applied.

$180

8. Reality Star (Full Bond)
Bonded Weave, includes basic trim and flat iron. Cut, Curl, or Closure is additional. The Reality Star is a bonded 

single-tracking weaving method where the spacing is about an inch apart on each row. The first two tracks are 

applied at the nape and the top of your head are single, which we call the Reality Star Technique. Please see 

description below. The Reality Star bonding technique leaves none of your natural hair out completed with a 

basic trim and flat iron. The price of hair is not included in the price. Please come with your hair washed and 

shampooed without any product or oil applied.

$245
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